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Across

3. using emphasis in speech or action

4. coming violently into contact

7. a tower or other structure displaying or 

flashing a very bright light for the guidance 

of ships in avoiding dangerous areas

8. resistant to destruction by fire

12. a large heavy hammer

14. an iron hook with a handle for landing 

large fish

17. an artificial fly made of hairs of or like 

those of the tail of a deer.

19. a seeker or holder of public office, who 

is more concerned about winning favor or 

retaining power than about maintaining 

principles

20. inclined to or feeling nausea

22. a valve in the hull of a vessel for 

admitting outside water into some part of 

the hull

23. a covering

24. magnetic tape on which the electronic 

impulses produced by the video and audio 

portions of a television program, motion 

picture

26. the line that forms the apparent 

boundary between earth and sky

27. dirty; grimy

28. enjoyable

29. a wrongful entry upon the lands of 

another

30. the activity or practice of playing at a 

game of chance for money

Down

1. a panel beneath the front window 

having various accessories for the use of the 

driver

2. very hot and humid

5. the upper edge of the side or bulwark 

of a vessel

6. the introduction of harmful substances 

or products into the environment

9. any of various heating devices, as a 

series or coil of pipes through which steam 

or hot water passes

10. an official in a police or fire 

department usually second in command

11. a boat basin offering dockage and other 

service for small craft

13. a small boat desighned as a tender or 

lifeboat

15. the act of saving a ship or its cargo 

from perils of the seas

16. any tropical tree or shrub; the species 

of which are mostly low trees growing in 

marshes or tidal shores

18. savage; ferocious

21. to make larger

25. a formal meeting in which one or more 

persons question, consult, or evaluate 

another person


